


When it comes to Shop Fitting and Office Fitouts - quality workmanship, attention to detail and 
functionality is key to creating an attractive and serviceable space for your clients.  

A flawless plastering finish is paramount to the success of your project, which is best handled by a 
reputable commercial plastering expert who understands the importance of working within tight 
time-frames without compromising on quality.  

Our team at PGP Plastering has put together this handy guide, providing useful and practical tips for 
choosing the best plasterer for your next commercial project.  We are confident that this guide will 
help save you valuable time and money, enabling you to hone in on the best commercial plasterer 
for your next project.  

Tenders – when comparing quotes, it’s vitally important to reference the bottom line in 
conjunction with the scope of works.  If a quote looks somewhat more competitive than another, 
you need to consider the cost-efficiency factor of the quote, i.e.

Industry Reputation & Experience – is the commercial plasterer known for proficiency 
and experience in a broad range of plastering services? Do they have the right equipment and 
technical skills to manage your project with efficiency and expertise? Importantly, research the 
plasterer’s completed projects.

Excellent OH&S Practices – having the correct industry paperwork is imperative to 
your commercial plasterer getting approval to work on site.  To avoid any unnecessary work 
delays, check that their documentation is up to date.

Reviews/Testimonials – Research the commercial plasterer’s website for reviews and 
testimonials.  By reading these, you will get a good insight into the quality of their workmanship 
and whether the company is up to providing the type of plastering service and expertise 
required for your project.

Is the commercial plasterer using quality materials and efficient processes?

Are they capable of meeting the typically tight deadlines of the shop fitting industry?  

Have they included the same scope of works, or have they missed an important detail on 
their quote which will later be charged as a variation?    



PGP Plastering works with shop fitters Australia wide. Our innovative plastering solutions, 
quality workmanship and credible industry reputation sets PGP Plastering apart from our 
competitors. We tick all the boxes! 

Striving for perfection and seamless workmanship
Complete projects on time

Every time!!!

References – ask the potential plasterer to provide references for work undertaken. Make 
sure you contact these clients to find out whether the company was reliable and provided 
quality workmanship and service.  Importantly, ask them – what their experience was dealing 
with the company and their workmanship? Would they recommend the plasterer?

Service Guarantee – request details of their guarantee, i.e. what it covers and any 
conditions that apply? Also ask, if damage was to occur to plastering work during the project 
(either caused by other tradesmen or the plasterer), what provisions would be made by the 
plasterer to fix the problem? Also, how long will it take for them to return to fix any problems? 

Licensing & Insurance – a reputable commercial plasterer should be fully-licensed and 
insured. It’s imperative you check their credentials, sighting the documentation to make sure it’s 
current and valid. This endorses their industry credibility and ensures jobs are covered in case of 
any damage whilst work is in progress.

Workmanship Guarantee - check whether the plasterer guarantees their work. This is a 
good indication that the company will provide quality workmanship the first time around.




